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The Psychosocial Context of Financial Stress:
Implications for Inflammation
and Psychological Health
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ABSTRACT
Objective: Psychological distress may contribute to chronic activation of acute-phase inflammation. The current study investigated how financial stressors influence psychosocial functioning and inflammation. This study examined a) the direct
relations between financial stress and inflammation; b) whether the relationships between financial stress and inflammation
are mediated in part by negative interpersonal events, psychological distress, and psychological well-being; and c) whether
social standing in one's community moderates the relations between financial stress and psychological distress, psychological well-being, and markers of inflammation (interleukin-6 [IL-6] and C-reactive protein).
Methods: Stressful financial and interpersonal events over the previous year, perceived social status, indices of psychological well-being and distress, and levels of IL-6 and C-reactive protein were assessed in a community sample of 680 middleaged adults (ages 40–65 years).
Results: Structural equation modeling analyses revealed significant relations among financial stress, interpersonal stress,
and psychological distress and well-being, and complex relationships between these variables and inflammatory markers.
Psychological well-being mediated the association between financial stress and IL-6 ([mediation] ab = 0.012, standard error
[SE] = 0.006, p = .048). Furthermore, individuals with higher perceived social standing within their communities exhibited a
stronger relation between negative financial events and both interpersonal stressors (interaction B = 0.067, SE = 0.017,
p < .001) and C-reactive protein (interaction B = 0.051, SE = 0.026, p = .050).
Conclusions: Financial stress demonstrates complex relations with inflammation, due partly to psychological well-being
and social perceptions. Findings are discussed with regard to the social context of stress and physiological factors pertinent
to stress adaptation and inflammation.
Key words: financial stress, positive emotions, inflammation, social status.

INTRODUCTION

psychological well-being (4,5). One mechanism through
which the broader social environment influences psychological states is interpersonal relations, which show a reciprocal relationship with characteristics of the individual.
Interactions with others may increase the distress or wellbeing of an individual; conversely, current psychological

A

lthough a link has been established between psychological stress and illness, questions remain regarding
how psychological stress gets under the skin. The impact
of stress on physical factors such as inflammation is complex, as it is influenced by contextual factors in the social
environment. Social relationships predict psychological
distress (1) and physical health (2), and one's social environment can modify the experience of life stress (3).
Community factors, such as social status within the community and exposure to social stress, also contribute to

CFI = comparative fit index, CRP = C-reactive protein, IL-6 = interleukin-6, MHI = Mental Health Inventory, PANAS = Positive
Affect–Negative Affect Schedule, PERI = Psychiatric Epidemiology
Research Interview, RMSEA = root mean square error of approximation, SRMR = standardized root-mean-square residual
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states may influence ongoing interpersonal relationships.
The purpose of the present study was two-fold. First, we examined whether the relationship between financial stress
and inflammation is mediated by negative interpersonal
events, psychological distress, and psychological wellbeing. Second, we investigated whether perceived social
status moderates the relations between financial stress and
interpersonal stress, psychological distress, psychological
well-being, and inflammation.

is known, however, about whether similar interpersonal
and psychological factors account for the association between financial stress and inflammation. Financial events
strain relationships among family members who must make
ends meet and who face the prospect of an uncertain future.
Thus, negative financial events may spill over and trigger
negative interpersonal events which, in turn, influence
physical processes such as inflammation.
Another social factor that may influence the consequences of financial stress for emotional and physical
health is perceived social status. Perceptions of social rank
within one's community have been shown to affect social
cognition, emotional functioning, and social behavior
(5), as well as physical health (19). However, the evidence
regarding the directionality of these effects is mixed. Although perceptions of lower socioeconomic status adversely
affect physical and psychological health (20), physical
health may also affect concurrent perceptions of social status
(19). Thus, these factors may share a mutually influential relationship across time. In the current study, we investigated
whether perceptions of social status moderate the effects of
financial stress. More specifically, we examined whether individuals with lower or higher perceived social standing are
more vulnerable to the inimical effects of financial stressors.

Psychological Stress, Financial Stress, and
Inflammation
Psychological stress seems to induce an acute-phase physiological response by activating cytokines like interleukin-6
(IL-6) (6). IL-6 is a proinflammatory cytokine that has been
found in higher concentrations in individuals exposed to experimental stress inductions (7) and in individuals facing
chronic stressors such as prolonged interpersonal difficulties (8). IL-6 is implicated in the activation of acute-phase
inflammatory processes, which increases synthesis of inflammatory markers like C-reactive protein (CRP) (9).
CRP is a protein found in blood plasma that has been implicated in poor cardiac health (10) and has been found in increased concentrations in individuals experiencing chronic
interpersonal stressors (8) and those suffering from burnout,
depression, and anxiety (9). Chronic activation of acutephase stress responses by psychological stressors thus
seems to contribute to poorer long-term health (6). Because
psychological stressors have notable consequences for inflammation, it is worthwhile to examine whether financial
stress, a prevalent challenge in the wake of the Great Recession (11), might demonstrate similar consequences.
Financial stress predicts a myriad of psychological difficulties, including greater psychological distress (12) and increased difficulties with family members, friends, and in the
workplace (13). Similarly, financial hardships uniquely
contribute to poorer physical health in community samples
(2). Financial hardship may also limit exposure to resources
important for development throughout the life span and
may erode protective psychological factors such as selfesteem (13).

Study Hypotheses
We used biological assays and questionnaire data from a
community-based sample of 688 middle-aged adults to examine the relationships between financial stress, social
standing, and markers of inflammation. The goal of the parent study was to examine candidate measures of resilience
and their utility in predicting physical and emotional functioning, above and beyond the effects of risk factors for
disease and psychological difficulties in a representative
sample of middle-aged men and women drawn from 40
census neighborhoods in the metropolitan area of Phoenix,
Arizona. First, we examined the direct relations between
stressful financial events over the previous year and indices
of psychological distress (ratings of current anxious and
depressive symptoms and current levels of negative affect),
psychological well-being (ratings of well-being, positive
emotion, and vitality), and inflammation. Because psychological distress and well-being have different antecedents
(21,22) and consequences for health (23), independent
representation of these constructs was deemed necessary
for the current study. We expected that the occurrence of
major financial stressors would predict greater psychological distress, lower psychological well-being, and greater
inflammatory activity (characterized by elevated levels of
IL-6 and CRP). Second, we hypothesized that stressors in
interpersonal domains over the previous year would serve
as an intervening variable between financial stressors and
psychological distress, psychological well-being, and inflammation. Similarly, we predicted that both psychological

Mediating and Moderating Pathways Linking
Financial Stress and Inflammation
Social factors are also important in understanding the mediational pathway from stress to physical health (14) as well
as stress buffering (15). Human laboratory research suggests that negative social interactions may be an important
stimulus for acute changes in inflammatory responding.
For example, conflictual marital interactions are associated
with increases in the concentration of circulating inflammatory markers (16). Similarly, studies have linked poor psychological functioning with higher levels of inflammation,
as measured by CRP, IL-6, and fibrinogen (17,18). Little
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participants were excluded from the final analysis due to IL-6 and CRP
values above cutoffs, resulting in a final sample of 680 participants.

distress and well-being would account for a significant proportion of the relation between negative financial events
and inflammation. We tested these relations while controlling for demographic differences, health conditions, and
medication use that could potentially contribute to differences in inflammation.
Third, we used a self-report measure of perceived social
status as a moderator of the relations between financial
stress and physical and psychological functioning. We assume that the adverse impact of financial stress on indices
of interpersonal stress, distress, well-being, and inflammation varies according to who feels most threatened by them.
On one hand, perceiving oneself at a lower social position
within the surrounding community could potentiate the detrimental effects of financial stressors due to a perceived inability to sustain oneself in the faces of such losses. On the
other hand, individuals in higher positions might react more
poorly to financial stressors, as these individuals might
view themselves as having more to lose.

Procedure
All procedures were approved by the institutional review board at Arizona
State University, and all participants provided informed consent before the
study. Participants were required to be between the ages of 40 and 65 years
and to primarily reside in the Phoenix metropolitan area. They were recruited from multiple Census tracts in the Phoenix, Arizona metropolitan
area. After providing consent, participants were asked to complete a series
of questionnaires and a telephone interview, in which they reported the incidence of stressful events related to their finances; their interactions with
friends, family, significant others, and coworkers; and their current levels
of physical, social, and psychological functioning. Current medication lists
and markers of inflammation were obtained from blood and saliva samples
drawn during a visit to participants' homes by a research phlebotomist. Participants were asked to fast for at least 8 hours before blood sampling
(90.3% compliance). Blood samples were drawn between 7:30 AM and
8:00 PM, with most of samples drawn between 7:30 and 9:59 AM
(n = 382; 59%), with remaining samples taken between 10:00 AM and
11:59 AM (n = 185; 28.5%), 12:00 PM and 1:59 PM (n = 27; 4%),
2:00 PM and 3:59 PM (n = 21; 3.2%), 4 PM and 5:59 PM (n = 22;
3.4%), and after 6:00 PM (n = 12; 2%). Samples were transported to the
laboratory on ice and were processed within 2 hours of blood sampling.

METHODS

Measures

Participants
A total of 688 middle-aged adults between the ages of 40 and 65 years were
recruited from the Phoenix, Arizona metropolitan area between 2007 and
2012. The average (standard deviation) age of participants in the current
sample was 53.91 (7.232) years. Women comprised 52.3% of the sample
(360 participants), 46.9% of the sample (323 participants) was male, and
0.8% of the sample (5 participants) did not report their sex. The median
household income in the current study was between $50,000 and $65,000
per year, consistent with US Census Bureau data for median household income in Arizona between 2008 and 2012 (24). Nearly half (49.1%) of the
sample was married. Most (61.8%) of the sample reported being employed,
and 47.1% of the sample reported working 35 hours or more each week.
With respect to ethnicity, 73.6% of the sample self-identified as white,
13.8% as Hispanic, 3.1% as African American, 1.7% as Asian, and 1.4%
as Native American or American Indian. Ethnic categories were not mutually exclusive, and 12.1% of the sample reported membership in more than
one ethnic group. Regarding medical conditions, 203 participants reported
receiving treatment of a cardiovascular condition at the time of data collection, 81 participants reported being treated for arthritis, 74 participants
reported being currently treated for diabetes, and 11 participants reported
current treatment of cancer. These categories were overlapping: 71 participants reported being treated for two of these conditions, and 13 participants
reported concurrent treatment of three of these conditions. Eight

Negative Financial Events
Major financial stressful events over the previous year were assessed using
the financial stress subscale of the Psychiatric Epidemiology Research Interview (PERI) Life Events Scale (25). The frequency of endorsement for
each item can be found in Table 1. Four hundred twenty-two participants
reported no negative financial events over the past year, 127 participants reported one negative financial event, 61 participants reported 2 negative financial events, 34 participants reported 3 negative financial events, 21
participants reported 4 negative financial events, 9 participants reported 5
negative financial events, one participant endorsed 6 major financial events
over the previous year, and 5 participants did not complete this assessment.
The internal consistency of the six-item PERI financial stress subscale was
acceptable (α = .714).

Negative Interpersonal Events
Stressful interpersonal events were measured using items from the PERI
detailing stressful events with spouses (six items), family members (six
items), coworkers (five items), and social events (three items). The complete list of negative interpersonal events is available as an online appendix
(Supplemental Digital Content 1, http://links.lww.com/PSYMED/A259).
Because these items reflect nonoverlapping domains of functioning and

TABLE 1. Frequency Table of Major Financial Events
Frequency (% of Participants
Who Endorsed Event)

Event
Have a major worsening of financial condition
Been pressured to pay bills by stores, creditors, or bill collectors
Been unable to pay for medication or other medical necessities
Fallen behind in paying the rent or mortgage
Been unable to purchase needed food
Had a car, furniture, or some items bought on an installment plan repossessed

173 (25.4)
125 (18.4)
84 (12.4)
72 (10.6)
38 (5.6)
20 (2.9)

Frequency percentage based on responses from 680 participants.
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both IL-6 values greater than 10 pg/ml and CRP values greater than
10 mg/L, to rule out participants who were likely to be experiencing an
acute infection at the time of data collection (34). To address nonnormal
distribution, IL-6 and CRP variables were transformed using a natural log
function.

were compiled as a general measure of interpersonal stress, the internal
consistency of this measure was low, as expected (Cronbach α = .558).

Perceived Social Status
Perceived social status was measured using the MacArthur Scale for Subjective Social Status (20). Participants rated where they felt they ranked
in their communities on a scale from 1 (“Lowest standing/worst off”) to
10 (“Highest standing/best off”) relative to their community peers. The
test-retest reliability of this measure has been established (26), and it has
been used in previous studies assessing subjective social status and health
outcomes (20,26).

Medications
Medication use was coded using separate binary variables representing use
of at least one anti-inflammatory medication or at least one steroid medication versus those who did not use any of these medications. A full list of the
anti-inflammatory and steroid medications assessed in the current study can
be found in an online appendix (Supplemental Digital Content 1, http://
links.lww.com/PSYMED/A259).

Vitality
Vitality subscale scores from the 36-item Short Form Health Survey (22)
were computed using a mean of four items reflecting self-rated feelings
of energy over the past 4 weeks (27). The four-item Vitality composite
score showed good internal consistency (Cronbach α = .844).

Medical Conditions
Four binary variables were created that represented whether participants endorsed currently being treated for a cardiovascular illness, arthritis condition, diabetes, and cancer. A count variable was then computed that
reflected the total number of current medical conditions for each
participant.

Mental Well-Being
The five-item World Health Organization Well-Being Index was used to
measure current mental well-being (e.g., “I have felt cheerful and in good
spirits,” “I have felt active and vigorous”) (28). Mental Well-Being Index
scale items were modified to reflect functioning over the past 4 weeks.
The internal consistency of this measure was good (Cronbach α = .864).

Body Mass Index
Participant weight (in kilograms) and height scores (in meters) were used to
compute body mass index scores.

Positive and Negative Affect

Analytic Plan

Positive and negative affect scores were computed using the Positive
Affect–Negative Affect Schedule (PANAS) (29). Participants were asked
to rate the extent to which they experienced each of 10 positive mood adjectives and 10 negative mood adjectives over the past 7 days, on a
5-point scale from 1 “very slightly or not at all” to 5 “extremely.” Both
the negative affect scale (Cronbach α = .881) and the positive affect scale
(α = .874) showed adequate internal consistency.

All analyses were conducted using Mplus software (35). Structural equation models were estimated to test negative financial events as a predictor
of the number of negative interpersonal events over the previous year, latent
psychological distress and latent well-being variables, and IL-6 and CRP.
For the psychological distress latent variable, the indicators were observed
scores on the PANAS negative affect and MHI Depression and Anxiety
scales. For the psychological well-being latent variable, the indicators were
observed scores on the PANAS positive affect scale, MHI positive emotion
scale, and the Short Form Health Survey Vitality subscale. These models
were constructed as a mediation model using the ab product coefficient,
where the a path refers to the relation between a predictor and a mediator
and the b path refers to the relation between a mediator and an outcome.
Perceived social status was tested as a moderator of the relations between
financial stress, interpersonal stress, and all outcome variables.
Anti-inflammatory and steroid medication use and body mass index
were entered as covariates in paths involving inflammatory markers, and
all paths were tested using age, sex, education, income, employment status,
and marital status as covariates. These covariates were entered as predictors
in the structural model, but were not depicted in our final model for the purposes of visual clarity. Because concurrent medical illnesses could meaningfully alter inflammatory processes, we examined differences in IL-6
and CRP according to the presence of cancer, arthritis, diabetes, and cardiovascular illness, which was modeled in all paths involving IL-6 and CRP.
Finally, because some participants had their blood drawn at different times
throughout the day, we included time of blood sampling as a covariate in all
paths involving IL-6 and CRP.
As the financial events and negative interpersonal events variables were
count variables (i.e., nonnegative integer scores) and do not follow a normal distribution, we specified a zero-inflated Poisson distribution for paths
including either negative financial events or negative interpersonal events.
However, use of the Poisson distribution in structural equation models precludes the computation of traditional goodness-of-fit indices. To provide a
rough estimate of model fit, the fully specified model was run with negative
financial events and negative interpersonal events specified as continuous
variables instead of count variables. These indices were meant as a general
reflection of model fit and should be interpreted with the caveat that the
model includes additional error due to this classification of the financial

Anxiety and Depression
Anxiety was assessed using a composite of 3 items from the 18-item Mental Health Inventory (MHI-18) (30) measuring feelings of anxiety, nervousness, and difficulty with relaxation and one item from the original 38-item
MHI (22) assessing feelings of being bothered by nervousness. This measure showed adequate model fit when these items were included in a
one-factor confirmatory factor analysis and showed convergence with both
neuroticism scores (r = 0.496, p < .001) from the Five-Factor Inventory
(31) and a sum of anxiety symptoms (r = 0.354, p < .001) from the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV disorders (32). Depression scores
were computed using the four-item depression subscale of the MHI (30).
All anxiety and depression items assessed the occurrence of symptoms
over the previous 4 weeks. Both the anxiety composite score (Cronbach
α = .830) and the depression composite score (Cronbach α = .890) showed
adequate internal consistency.

Inflammation
To quantify levels of IL-6 and CRP, 10 ml of blood was collected into
EDTA tubes (Becton-Dickinson, Franklin Lakes, NJ), held on ice, and centrifuged within 2 hours of collection for 15 minutes at 1500g. Plasma was
then aspirated, aliquoted, and frozen at −80°C until assay. Plasma levels
of IL-6 were quantified using Quantikine High Sensitivity human IL-6 kits
(R&D Systems, Inc, Minneapolis, MN), an enzyme-linked immunosorbent
assay (33) with an intra-assay coefficient of variation of 4% and interassay
coefficient of variation of 10%. The minimal detectable level of IL-6 was
0.156 pg/ml. CRP was measured using the Dade Behring N High Sensitivity CRP turbidimetric immunoassay (Dade Behring Diagnostics, Marburg,
Germany) on the BN ProSpec. We excluded data from 8 participants with
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unstandardized path coefficients. Individuals who experienced more negative financial events reported significantly
more negative interpersonal events over the same period,
greater psychological distress, and lower psychological
well-being. Negative financial events did not significantly
predict IL-6 levels (B = −0.025, standard error [SE] = 0.026,
p = .34) or CRP levels (B = −0.095, SE = 0.049, p = .053) in
the fully specified model. Negative interpersonal events
over the past year were significantly and positively related
to psychological distress but were unrelated to psychological well-being. Because negative interpersonal events were
unrelated to levels of IL-6 (B = 0.010, SE = 0.016,
p = .52) or CRP (B = 0.033, SE = 0.030, p = .28), these paths
were excluded from the final model. Perceptions of higher
social status were positively associated with psychological
well-being, but were unrelated to negative interpersonal
events, psychological distress, or IL-6 or CRP levels. The
paths involving the perceived social status variable to each
outcome were retained in the final model, however, because
they were necessary to compute moderation effects. Greater
scores on psychological well-being predicted lower levels of
IL-6, but not CRP. Unexpectedly, psychological distress was
unrelated to both IL-6 and CRP (p > .30 in both cases), so
these paths were excluded from the final estimated model.
As expected, distress and well-being showed a significant
negative correlation.
Participants with diabetes showed significantly higher
values on IL-6 (t(534) = −4.720, p < .001) and CRP
(t(534) = −2.401, p = .016). Similarly, participants with arthritis had significantly higher IL-6 (t(534) = 2.509,
p = .012) and CRP values (t(534) = 2.932, p = .004) than
did those without arthritis. Individuals with a current cardiovascular condition also reported higher levels of IL-6
(t(534) = 4.087, p < .001) and CRP (t(534) = 3.331,

TABLE 2. Descriptive Statistics for Study Variables
Study Variable

Mean (Standard Deviation)

Negative financial events
Negative interpersonal events
Perceived social status
MHI-Anxiety
MHI-Depression
PANAS Negative Affect
PANAS Positive Affect
WHO Well-Being
SF-36 Vitality
C-reactive protein
Interleukin-6

0.72 (1.17)
2.64 (2.51)
6.14 (1.81)
2.14 (0.96)
1.86 (0.93)
1.62 (0.60)
3.29 (0.72)
4.14 (1.11)
63.39 (21.28)
4.17 (7.33)
2.36 (3.93)

MHI = Mental Health Inventory; PANAS = Positive Affect–Negative
Affect Schedule; WHO = World Health Organization Well-Being Index;
SF-36 = Short Form (36) Health Survey.
Scores based on responses from 680 participants.
and interpersonal event variables. Adequacy of model fit was determined
using the χ2 test of model fit, comparative fit index (CFI), Tucker-Lewis Index, the root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA), and the standardized root-mean-square residual (SRMR). Scores of 0.90 or higher on
the CFI and scores under 0.05 for RMSEA and SRMR parameters were
used as benchmarks to determine good model fit (36).

RESULTS
Descriptive statistics of all study variables can be found in
Table 2, and bivariate (Pearson r) correlations between
study variables can be found in Table 3.

Nonmoderated Models
The results of the nonmoderated model can be seen in
Figure 1 (n = 680); all path estimates are presented as
TABLE 3. Bivariate Correlations for All Study Variables
NFE
NFE
NIE
PSS
MHIA
MHID
NAFF
PAFF
WHO
VIT
IL-6
CRP

1

NIE

PSS

MHIA

MHID

NAFF

PAFF

WHO

0.550** −0.330**
0.314**
0.344**
0.313** −0.175** −0.322**
1
−0.266**
0.328**
0.377**
0.362** −0.144** −0.313**
1
−0.222** −0.217** −0.207**
0.270**
0.328**
1
0.701**
0.753** −0.362** −0.562**
1
0.732** −0.422** −0.598**
1
−0.307** −0.732**
1
0.636**
1

VIT

IL-6

CRP

−0.262**
−0.282**
0.255**
−0.497**
−0.531**
−0.470**
0.520**
0.782**
1

0.128
0.081
−0.077
0.070
0.070
0.108**
−0.091*
−0.159**
−0.185**
1

0.027
0.009
−0.002
−0.031
−0.016
−0.010
−0.094*
−0.092*
−0.091
0.281**
1

NFE = negative financial events; NIE = negative interpersonal events; PSS = perceived social status; MHIA = Mental Health Inventory–Anxiety;
MHID = Mental Health Inventory–Depression; NAFF = PANAS Negative Affect; PAFF = PANAS Positive Affect; WHO = WHO Well-Veing Scale;
VT = Vitality; IL-6 = interleukin-6; CRP = C-reactive protein.
* p < .05, ** p < .01.
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FIGURE 1. Measurement and path model for the relations between financial and interpersonal stress, perceived community social status,
psychological distress and well-being, and inflammation. Covariates were estimated in this model but are not depicted. Path estimates are
unstandardized and presented with a path coefficient with the standard error in parentheses. Distress freed to covary with well-being (r =
−0.403). MHIA = Mental Health Inventory–Anxiety; MHID = Mental Health Inventory–Depression; WHO = World Health Organization
Well-Being Scale; VT = Vitality; PAFF = PANAS Positive Affect; NAFF = PANAS Negative Affect.

(ab = 0.013, SE = 0.012, p = .27). Psychological distress did
not significantly mediate any of the examined relations.

p = .001). The time at which blood samples were collected
was a significant predictor of CRP levels (B = 0.052,
SE = 0.023, p = .022), but did not significantly predict IL-6
levels (B = 0.009, SE = 0.012, p = .46). The time of sample
collection was unrelated to the employment status of participants (t(600) = 0.591, p = .55). Several differences were
found for the 68 participants who demonstrated levels of
IL-6 above 10 pg/ml or CRP values greater than 10 mg/L.
These participants reported a significantly higher number of
financial stressors (t(77.01) = −2.216, p = .030), scored significantly lower on the well-being factor (t(77.41) = 2.946,
p = .004), and also reported a lower range of family income
on average (t(78.49) = 2.059, p = .043). These participants
did not differ in their scores on the distress factor, age, or in
their ratings of subjective social status, however.
Regarding mediation analyses, negative interpersonal
events mediated the relation between negative financial
events and the latent psychological distress variable
(ab = 0.033, SE = 0.009, p < .001), but did not mediate
the relation between negative financial events and psychological well-being (ab = −0.009, SE = 0.009, p = .30). Psychological well-being mediated the relationship between
negative financial events and IL-6 (ab = 0.012, SE = 0.006,
p = .048) but not between negative financial events and CRP
Psychosomatic Medicine, V 00 • 00-00

Moderated Models
We examined whether perceived social status moderated
the relations between negative financial events and a) negative interpersonal events, b) psychological distress, c) psychological well-being, and d) inflammatory markers.
Interaction effects were not significant for psychological
well-being, psychological distress, and IL-6 (lowest
p > .39). However, perceived social status significantly moderated the effects of negative financial events on both negative
interpersonal events (interaction B = 0.067, SE = 0.017,
p < .001) and CRP levels (interaction B = 0.051, SE = 0.026,
p = .050). These interaction effects indicated that individuals with higher levels of perceived social status showed
a stronger relation between negative financial events and
both negative interpersonal events and CRP levels; the interaction of these variables in predicting CRP can be seen
in Figure 2.

Model Fit Indices
The model fit indices yielded from the fully specified
model suggested good fit according to the CFI (0.963),
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FIGURE 2. Relationship between NFEs and CRP, across quintiles of perceived social status ratings. NFE-CRP slope is statistically
significant only in fifth quintile (n = 136). NFE = Negative Financial Events; CRP = C-reactive protein.

and decrease cytokine production in healthy individuals
(39). Although the mechanism for this effect has not been
fully delineated, the relationship between positive emotion
and inflammation is likely bidirectional, as inflammation
may decrease positive emotions through altered patterns
of activation and connectivity between brain regions (40).
Our findings suggest that the experience of financial stress
may influence inflammation, more so through decreased
positive emotions than increased negative emotions.
We further contextualized our findings by examining
perceived social status as a moderator of individual reactions to financial stress. Previous research has linked the
supportive aspects of one's social network to decreased
levels of IL-6 (41). In addition, perceptions of one's position
within the surrounding community may increase or decrease the salience of stress (42). Our results highlight the
complexity of this relationship, as individuals reporting
higher perceived social status reported greater psychological well-being and lower levels of psychological distress,
but no direct relationship was noted with inflammatory activity. However, middle-aged adults with higher perceived
social status showed stronger relationships between financial stressors and both acute inflammation (CRP) and interpersonal problems. These findings suggest that higher
perceived social rank serves as a protective factor for psychological health in the absence of major financial stressors,
but may predispose an individual to greater inflammation
following exposure to financial stressors. The higher reactivity to financial stress observed among adults with higher
perceived social status is consistent with models that incorporate identity as a moderator of the stress process (43). It
may be that financial stressors are appraised as most threatening by individuals with high perceived social status
because these events challenge their identity as being
resource-advantaged relative to others. However, according
to this model, high community social status adults may not
exhibit special vulnerability following exposure to stressors
in other domains such as work.

Tucker-Lewis Index (0.937), SRMR (0.034), and
RMSEA (0.044). The χ2 test of model fit was significant
(χ2(89) = 185.80, p < .001). However, given that this
index of model fit is susceptible to inflated values in large
sample sizes (37), the fit of the current model was
deemed to be acceptable.

DISCUSSION
The current study examined the relations between stressors
in the domains of finances and interpersonal functioning
and their concomitant relations with psychological distress,
psychological well-being, and markers of inflammation
(IL-6 and CRP) in a sample of 680 middle-aged adults.
We tested the importance of social context by examining
the moderating effects of perceived social status on the relations between negative financial events and the endogenous
variables. Our results revealed several interesting patterns.
Individuals who reported more major financial stressors
over the previous year reported more interpersonal stressors,
greater psychological distress, and lower levels of psychological well-being. Furthermore, the relation of financial
stressors with psychological distress was partially explained by stressors in the interpersonal domain. These
findings are consistent with previous research describing
the deleterious consequences of financial hardship and support the disruptive nature of financial stress for interpersonal functioning (12,13).
Psychological well-being, but not psychological distress,
showed a significant relationship with IL-6, suggesting that it
is important to treat them as separate constructs. CRP levels
were not found to be directly related to either psychological
distress or well-being. Previous studies have highlighted the
relationship between inflammation and negative emotions,
as in major depression (38); however, our results suggest
that positive psychological processes, such as perceived
well-being and positive emotions, are more salient predictors of inflammation than depression or anxiety. Positive
emotions serve a protective role against inflammation (18)
Psychosomatic Medicine, V 00 • 00-00
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Limitations

the bivariate correlations. Furthermore, despite the relatively small nature of the relationships between the biological variables and the remaining study variables, these
effects may nevertheless have significant implications in
the context of the health of the population at large.

The current study has some limitations that must be acknowledged. First, our model reflects a cross-sectional examination of stress, emotion, and inflammation. Although
the PERI measures stressful events over the past year, these
self-report measures were measured concurrently with inflammatory markers. We cannot definitively say that our
findings reflect the true causal ordering of these variables;
we cannot demonstrate that financial stressors caused a
change in psychological functioning, nor can we be certain
that negative interpersonal stressors over the previous year
were uniquely caused by financial difficulties. Similarly,
our use of items assessing psychological distress and
well-being, particularly those items assessing depression
and anxiety, was chosen on the basis of their representativeness of a given construct. Because we chose to administer
only select items from these standardized scales, our measure cannot be directly compared with published studies
using the entire standardized scales.
In addition, our measure of perceived social status does
not account for changes in this status, either subjectively
or objectively. Indeed, changes in perceived social status
may be equally meaningful for psychological health. Because the occurrence of financial stressors may affect social
standing (e.g., the loss of a job leading to loss of property or
moving to a new neighborhood), we acknowledge that our
measurement of perceived social status may reflect an already changed social status after the occurrence of such
events. This issue highlights the need for longitudinal assessments to better characterize the interrelationships of financial stress and perceived social standing. Therefore,
our results should be interpreted as a preliminary examination of the interconnected nature of stress, social perception,
and inflammation.
An additional limitation concerns the large degree of
variability in the timing of the blood draws in the current
study. The relative inconsistency of the time of blood sampling may have contributed to additional error, which may
have resulted in underestimates of the effects of predictors
examined in the current model. This issue highlights a common limitation of large samples of community members, as
the uniformity in sampling of smaller, more controlled studies of clinical samples may not be possible. However, this
limitation is offset by the enhanced external validity attained
by incorporating a greater degree of variability that is reflective of typical daily life.
It is notable that the biological variables in this article
demonstrated modest correlations with the remaining study
variables. Given that our sample was a large communitybased sample, it is reasonable to expect that the size of these
relationships might be suppressed by factors that were not
assessed or controlled for in the current study, as is common
with heterogeneous samples (44). Similarly, our modeling
of multiple statistical covariates may have helped to uncover stronger relationships than might be apparent from
Psychosomatic Medicine, V 00 • 00-00

Directions for Future Study
A developmental perspective may provide the best lens for
understanding the complex effects of financial hardship
(45). Longitudinal studies of financial stress and social factors in physical and psychological health may provide insight into the consequences of decreased exposure to
resources needed for healthy development. In addition, further elucidation of the relations between positive emotional
states, inflammation, and other markers of physiological reactivity may be valuable. Of particular interest is heart rate
variability, a physiological index reflecting parasympathetic nervous system activity that has been connected to
immune system functioning (46) and to positive emotions
and adaptive stress responses (47). Incorporation of heart
rate variability indices in models examining the relations
between positive emotions and inflammation may provide
a unique opportunity to integrate heretofore disparate models
of stress adaptation.

CONCLUSIONS
The current study characterized relations between financial
stressors and psychosocial functioning and inflammation in
a community sample of middle-aged adults. Individuals
who have experienced more major financial stressors report
greater levels of psychological distress and lower levels of
psychological well-being. Mediation analyses also suggested that financial stress may indirectly affect inflammatory activity through decreases in psychological well-being.
Our findings also highlight the relatively greater importance of positive versus negative emotions in explaining
the relationship between financial stressors and inflammation. Furthermore, the social context of stress exposure is
a key determinant of stress responses. Whereas those individuals who view themselves at a relatively higher position
within their community tend to show decreased levels of inflammation and report better overall psychological health,
they are also more susceptible to stressors that threaten their
standing within the community. We propose that greater attention to the social and positive psychological determinants
of adaptation may yield increasingly valuable information
about the pathways by which stress influences health.
Source of Funding and Conflicts of Interest: This work is
supported by a grant from the National Institute on Aging:
“Resilience and Health in Communities and Individuals”
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no conflicts to disclose.
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